Turning On the Projector

Tap the black button on the touchscreen and then any black Display mode button to turn the projector on and lower the projector screen.

This text will appear on the screen as the system starts up.

SOURCE SELECTION

SOURCE SELECTION:
Press a button to display the selected source on the projector. These buttons will also display additional controls for the document camera and blu-ray player. The top buttons control which projector displays what source.

PROJECTOR CONTROLS:
Press the LEFT MUTE and RIGHT MUTE buttons to hide the projector display. For more options on controlling projectors, lights, and microphones, press the ROOM CONTROL button. (Instructions on back page.)

AUDIO CONTROLS:
Press the UP and DOWN arrow buttons to control the source audio volume, and the mute button to mute all audio from the selected source. Mic Input Mute will mute the desktop microphone.
Powering Off the System

Press the SYSTEM OFF button, then the POWER DOWN button to shut off the projectors and raise the screens once you are finished using the podium system.